Embryonic growth and the evolution of the mammalian Y chromosome. II. Suppression of selfish Y-linked growth factors may explain escape from X-inactivation and rapid evolution of Sry.
The mammalian Y chromosome may be an attractor for selfish growth factors. A suppressor of the selfish growth effects would be expected to spread were it to have an appropriate parent-specific expression rule. A suppressor could act by boosting the resource demands of competing female embryos. This possibility may explain incidences of the escape from X-inactivation and provides a rationale for why these genes typically have Y-linked homologues. Alternatively, a suppressor could act to decrease the resource demands of males with the selfish Y. This possibility is supported by the finding that the size of male, but not female, human infants is negatively correlated to the number of X chromosomes. A protracted arms race between a selfish gene and its suppressor may ensue. Both the variation in copy number of Zfy and the unusually fast sequence evolution of Sry may be explained by such an arms race. As required by the model, human Sry is known to have an X-linked suppressor. Preliminary evidence suggests that, as predicted, rapid sequence evolution of Sry may be correlated with female promiscuity. The case for fast sequence evolution as the product of maternal/foetal conflict is strengthened by consideration of the rapid evolution of placental lactogens in both ruminants and rodents.